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Abstract

Wireless Sensor Network consist of thousands sensor node which have limited Power, Computation, Sensing and Communication capabilities. Among all operation of Sensor Node, Wireless Communication consumes most of the energy. So it is necessary to decrease the number of packets transmitted through the network. Many Sensor Node could detect similar event, which increases the overall bandwidth utilization to transmit redundant data. Here Nodes computation is cheaper than communication in terms of energy. So the technique of Data Aggregation is applied to summarize data which decreases the amount of data transmitted in the network, which in turn increases the lifetime of the network. Many Data aggregation protocols are based on a structured approach which is suitable for data collection application. But maintenance of the structure is an extra overhead and this approach is not suitable for dynamic scenario. So we propose an ad-hoc data aggregation protocol for dynamic scenario mainly event based application.
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INTRODUCTION


	Wireless Sensor Networks are composed of many inexpensive, low-powered sensing devices with limited computational, memory and communication resources [1], [2]. This networks offer various low-cost solution to various problem including target tracking, environment and health monitoring, traffic regulation and wildfire detection. Since sensor node are low cost it had simple hardware with many resource constraint. Hence it is challenging to provide to gather data among these battery powered nodes, since node battery is limited. To reduce power consumption various methods like radio scheduling, topology control, control packet elimination and the most important data aggregation is used [2], [3]. Data Aggregation protocol aims at summarize data packets of different nodes so the total amount of data transmitted over the network could be minimized and bandwidth utilization also increases which in turn affects the through-put of the network.
	Optimal Data Aggregation can be measured in terms of energy consumed by transferring the collected information to sink. But it heavily depends on the topology of network, placement of data aggregator nodes, event source, etc. Many centralized structured approach [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] are mainly focused on data gathering application where all nodes report their sensor value periodical to Sink. Many distributed structured approach [10], [11], [12] are proposed for event based application. There are various limitation for using structured approach in event based application where event region change is frequent, First overhead of construction and maintenance of structure is not practical is dynamic scenario. Second absents of centre of event source leads to in-optimal structure formation for aggregation. Third centralized computation of structure is not possible in dynamic scenario.
	In this paper we focus on structure free data-aggregation mainly used for event based application. The purpose is to redesign DAA [13] (i.e. Data Aware Anycast) structure free data aggregation protocol to improve the lifetime of the network. There are two major challenges in structure free data aggregation. First, who should send data to whom for aggregation? Second, who should wait for whom before sending so optimal aggregation could be achieved? Fan [13] has divided the problem in two part spatial convergence and temporal convergence and had developed two approach to tackle it. DAA protocol tackles spatial convergence problem thereby solving the first routing challenge. RW (i.e. Randomized Waiting) protocol at application layer tackles temporal convergence solving second who should for whom challenge.
	We propose a new model for Structure free data aggregation which combines the Mac-Layer protocol Data Aware Anycast (DAA) and Sensor Mac (S-MAC) and Application Layer protocol Randomized Waiting (RW). Based on observation combining the basic S-MAC protocol with DAA protocol improves the lifetime as compared with DAA [13] original protocol.
	
RELATED WORK


	In wireless sensor network, Nodes communication cost is far more expensive then the computation cost. Pottie and Kaiser [14] research said that energy involved in computing lots of instruction is equivalent to transmitting one packet over wireless channel, therefore data aggregation while routing the packets is very important to extend the lifetime of the network. Various protocol are proposed for in-network data aggregation purpose which are divided in broad category as Structure-Based and Structure Free.
	
A. Structure-Based Approach


	In structure based approach there is construction of a network structure which enable the nodes to know which node should wait for whom before sending its own data so that node can aggregate data received from others. So there is an overhead of construction and maintenance of a global network structure which could be done centralized or distributed manner.
	In cluster based network all sensor nodes are not homogeneous in terms of responsibility. Few nodes becomes cluster head and rest all remain sensor node. Every node belong to particular cluster and Each nodes send data to their sensor data to their respective cluster head who aggregates all the received data and send it to base station. Heinzelman introduced LEACH [15] protocol which has two stages of operation. First stage is setup phase in which whole network is organized is cluster and cluster head is selected and second stage is steady phase in which all nodes send data to cluster heads then cluster head aggregates data from all nodes and send aggregated packet to sink directly by high power transmitter. Cluster head is re-elected after some time interval since the high power transmission to sink consumes more. One may say that it should save more energy by aggregating then transmission to sink.
	Lindsey introduced protocol PEGASIS [16] where the nodes organized themselves in chain pattern. The farthest node initiate the chain formation and then rest of neighboring nodes form a linear structure. While data gathering each node send data to neighbor node which aggregates it and send to next in linear fashion. Both LEACH and PEGASIS assumes that the sink is could be reached in one hop which poses some physical limitation on the network.
	Tree-Based data routing protocol [17], [18] sensing information entropy for data compression (aggregation). They assume global knowledge of each nodes entropy information.
	
B. Structure-Free Approach


	In this approach there is no need to maintain a global structure for data aggregation. Data aggregation done is such network may not be optimal when compared to structure approaches but the overhead of construction and maintenance is absent which is good for event based application where the event region changes frequently.
	Major work done in this category is by Kai-Wei Fan. In this paper [13] author had observed the opportunity for data aggregation and had proposed DAA mac layer protocol and RW application layer protocol is do so. Which makes routing and aggregation decision dynamically.
	Chao [19] have proposed SFEB protocol which extends the DAA approach and is suitable for specific network scenarios made improvements to it.
	
SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL CONVERGENCE


	For optimal aggregation, all nodes should transmit in certain order. All structured data aggregation approach are designed to follow ordering of packets while forward it. Structured approach are well suited for data gathering application where every node has data to report and they form an hierarchy where leaves node send their data intermediate nodes wait and receives from all child packet then aggregates then forward it. These approaches have high overhead of maintenance of structure and are not suitable for event based application. For data aggregation in event based application is done only when the packets happen to meet at same node at same time with potential of aggregation. We study and design structure free approach for data aggregation well suited for event based application to avoid the overhead of maintenance of structure.
	Spatial and temporal convergence are necessary condition for data aggregation. For structure free approach we would like to extend the work done by Kai-Wei Fan [13]. We would like to combine benefit S-MAC and DAA for greater efficiency and improved lifetime.
	Main advantage of structure free approach are, First it is tolerance to dynamic events where the event region changes frequently. Second it is fault tolerance, nodes will aggregate and forward data till there is at least one node in its range. Third it is robust to mobility of nodes till it’s in range of other nodes. Forth it is robust to interference, if there is failure while sending data it can retry in next cycle as long as node has power.
	
A. Spatial Convergence


	In this section we are presenting the new scheme which combine S-MAC and DAA. For proper data aggregation global knowledge of few things are needed but that should be network topology. The protocol defined here need to have following assumption:
	Assumption 1: Nodes need to know their own location and sink location. This could be done by localization protocol [20], [21] or GPS devices.
	Assumption 2: Nodes are need to be time synchronized for coordinative sleeping required by S-MAC and for aggregating packets generated at same time or different parameter could be considered for aggregation of data.
	Figure 1a shows the scenario shows how data will be forward if the opportunity in aggregation is ignore and data is transmitted normally. Figure 1b show if node B knows that its hop neighbor node A has data that could be aggregated in future so node B forward data to node A instead of node C which happened in general condition.
	First we are using S-MAC as lower mac layer in our protocol. S-MAC has an adaptive sleeping schedule which need synchronization which is one of our assumption. S-MAC has a duty cycle (DC) which is sub-divided into two parts listening period and sleeping period as show in figure 2. Duty cycle of all nodes are synchronized such that one can send data to its neighboring on its listening period only.
	Data exchange takes place in a manner as RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK. For sending data across nodes RTS and CTS exchange must be happen in listening period so both sender and receiver know the data is coming then DATA/ACK could be exchanged over the sleep period and all the rest nodes not taking part in transmission can go to sleep as the listening period end. Here Duty cycle must be selected such that data transmission should be completed before the next listening slot begins. Carrier sense before sending any packet and the handshake model avoid the hidden and exposed terminal problem of wireless channel. Network Allocation Vector (NAV) could be send along the pack to alert other sensing nodes to back off certain amount of time.
	Second section of protocol is DAA based at MAC layer which decide the next hop for each transmission. It was RTS packet is decide which node is ready to receive transmission. RTS is send during the listening phase of S-MAC. The opportunity for aggregation in the next hop could be decided by Aggregation ID (AID). AID could be the timestamp of event so same event detected by multiple node could be aggregated or could be anything depending upon the applications. RTS packet contains AID within it and nodes receiving such RTS packet also has data with same AID so there is opportunity for aggregation. This way only those nodes with got AID match will reply with CTS. But the same RTS packet is received by more than one node and both the node reply to one RTS then there will be CTS collision to solve that. We delay the CTS with some minor random time to avoid that and channel is sensed first before sending CTS. So in this way subsequent is cancelled as shown in Figure 3. To increase aggregation. We will reply to RTS with CTS the receiving node is closer to sink then sender node.
	Nodes are categorized into three classes and given priority. So higher priority nodes reply with CTS early then lower priority. These three classes of priority are as follows:
	Class A: Receiving node has same AID as in RTS and closer to sink then sender.
	Class B: Receiving node has same AID as in RTS and farther to sink then sender.
	Class C: Receiving node does not have has same AID as in RTS but it’s closer to sink then sender.
	Class A has more priority then Class B. Class B has more priority then Class C. So if a node receives a RTS it checks that to which class it belong and then reply CTS is delayed accordingly. So the class A send CTS first then other two class.
	The information that each node have is the distance to sink which could be used as the routing parameter. This parameter in incorporated least priority in reply CTS for proper routing to sink.
	
B. Temporal Convergences


	Aggregation only happens when two packet with same AID meet at same node and at same time. So if we transmit the data as soon as it is captured by sensor then some packets will be forward immediately and the chances of aggregation will be lost. Same AID of data generally exist among the data captured for same physical event by many nodes. If all nodes send data immediately by the above method there will be only few aggregation. So nodes need to wait for time before sending their own data so chances of aggregation is maximized. Since there is no structure this could be done in random manner. So random waiting (RW) at application layer is solution to it. Here nodes has a random wait period at the start of listening period before sending RTS to avoid collision as well as to solve temporal Convergence issue. However this method does not guarantee optimal aggregation due to its random nature but increases aggregation chances. This enables few nodes to wait few duty cycle before sending when they receive RTS from neighbor node before their own RTS gets ready.
	The random value range selection plays crucial role in optimal aggregation that depends on the density of network, event size, time to transmit, listening and sleeping period chosen in S-MAC.
	
SIMULATION SCENARIO


	To justify my design of the above protocol we need to compare it with non-aggregated and structured based approaches of data aggregation at least in simulation environment. We have chosen Ptolemy II simulator for justifying our design. Ptolemy II has all basic component for wireless network simulation and each and every component is customized from its wide actor set. It is an open-source software framework supporting experimentation with actororiented design. The model semantics in Ptolemy II is not dependent on framework but by a software component called director. It’s developed and supported by UC Berkeley EECS dept. [22].
	Each sensor node in our simulation is actor in wireless director environment. Sensor node is broken in four component as shown in figure 4. All four component design is based on finite state machine (FSM) where each state has refinements wherever needed.
	A typical scenario is shown in figure 5 in which biggest circle on left is event source with its range. A sensor node is show with white circle with larger circle around it to represent the range that node covers. The node with red Center is sink node where the information need to be sent. Three nodes that fall in event region senses that event and try to report and broadcast RTS and the neighbor nodes in event region have higher priority as the AID could match reply with CTS early then not matching AID nodes outside the event region. So these three node aggregate the data among each other in three cycle and then multi-hop that one packet to red sink.
	
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK


	The lifetime of the network is maximized by introducing the S-MAC layer functionality over the DAA protocol. S-MAC basically solves the issue of idle listening of the wireless channel. So nodes has only to listen to channel in the listening cycle. This improvement over tradition DAA approach saves a lot more energy thereby increasing the lifetime. But it also increase per-hop delay, so there should be tradeoff between the delay and energy saved in this structure free aggregation method.
	The performance analysis of the above model need to done against the non-aggregated and structured based data aggregation approach. The report generation and analysis method are need to be incorporated in the proposed approach.
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